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Seatefin tfiefront seat oftfie car
Sujitfi was watcfring tfre trffic
outsife anf, tlie sigfits on eitfier
sic{e of tfie roaf. Suffienf1 lik car
was ouertakgn 6y anotfier. "Ofi!
-;- , - -J-er4:t--' tliat car lias greater speef tfran
mine? M1 speer{ometer sliows
40Lm/i. (frat car must 6e going
faster t lian mine.'llh1 [i[ it seem
at
times,
to
6e
at
a
stanf
stiff anf erten going \acfut arfs?
to 6e moaing sfowfy
If I couf[recorf tfte speec{ of 6otfi tfie cars I can enter them on a graphpaper
an[ compare tfieir speed as L compare the scores of two cicFgt teams," Sujitfr
tfiouglit.

Look at the record of runs scored by
two teams in a cricket match.

Such relations are usually shown on a
graph paper.

Let's see wha t a graph paper is.

200

You can see on a graph paper thick
1lnes and thin iines in between them.

r80
160
140
120

I

100

80
60
40

--

20

-Team A
Tean

B

-

Fig 't 2
\Iodei of a graph papet
ehysicol
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Using a ruler find out the distance
between two consecutive thick lines

line is perpendicular to the X-axis. This
is Y axis.

and note it dov,n. How many divisions
are there in between two consecutive
ihick lines?

The point where the X-axis and the Yaxis meet is the origin. Mark this point
as O in your graph.

Position - Time graph
Let's see how to draw the graph
connecting the position of ihe car and
the time.

,{ car travels with a uniform speed. Fig
4.4 shows the positions reached by the
car at different time intervals. Observe

the figure and compiete table 4.1.
Let's see how to mark on the graph the
data given in the table. You can mark
time on the X-axis and position on the
Y-axis.

Fig. 4.3

* \\hat is the highest value given in

Look at fig.4.3

Mark the points X, Xl, Y, Y1 on your
graph paper as it has been done in
fig4.3

the table?

Draw a horizontal line connecting X

graph paper?

How can this be marked on the

and Xl.

Why can't we take

This line drawn horizontalll' on a graph
paper is the X -axis.

*

In the same way draw on the graph
paper

a

o, 2s 4s 6s 8s

Time

0s

2s

Position

0rl

10m
Table 4.1

E

PhfiadlcjqrCes

ios

ABCDEF
0 lftn 20m 30n1 40rn 50m
Fig. 4.4

-+ 10m.

If so what scale can we consider for
marking the time?

line connecting Y and Y1 . This

ffi

a scale, 1cm

Mark the scales on the right hand top
corner of the graph.
Scale

X- axis : lcm -+ ....-...

Y- axis : 1cm

+

10m

Now let's see how the data is marked
on ihe graph paper.
Look at Table 4.1

*

When the time is zero, where is the
position of the car?

Mark a point where the zero of X-axis
and the zero of Y-axis coincide. Look
at the graph ancl see how the point
corresponding to time 2 seconds and
posrtion 10 metres is marked.

Position Time graph
Fig.1.6

1

Using this graph how can you find
out the drstance travelled by the car
at a given time?

For example, can vou find out ihe
distance travelled by the car in 5
seconds? Draw on the graph a line
perpendicular to the X - axis at the
point representing 5s. From the point
where this line touches the graph, draw
a line perpenclicular to the Y-axis. The
measurement corresponding to this
point on the Y-axis will be the distance
travelled by the car in 5 seconds. In fig
4.7 we see that this distance rs 25m.

Position fime graph
Fig. 4.5

In the same manner mark on the grapl'r

paper all the measurements in the
tab1e. Join these polnts. The line you
get thus is the position - trme graph.

*

What is the shape of the graph that

you get?
Distance - Time graph

Fig.4.7

r^uri,^q ,..e;Ce; f4 -

In the same way, find out the time required to travel 45m.

*

In the table be1ow, the time taken bv a car to reach dif{erent positions is given.
tion-tim
)|-TtlIte trra h
Using this elata elra w a r)()strt(

Time

Position (m)

(s)

0

0

2

1

4

1

6

9

8

16

i0

25
Table 4.2

*

Given below is the graph showing how the brothers Hari ancl Prasad started
from their home and reached the school 2.5km away travelling along the same
path.

Position - Time graph
Fig.4.8

*

Who started first?

*
*
*

Who reached the school first?

How many minutes after Prasad startetl from home did he meet Hari?
How much time, in minutes, did cach of them take to reach the school?

Veiocity-Time graph
Draw a graph showing time and velocrty with
you have drawn the Position - time graph.
Time

(s)

Velocity(m,/s)

0

o

10

0

10

20

.t5
2A

l'able,1.3
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data given in Table 4.3 just as

20

25

30

35

40

20

15

10

:)

0

What will be a suitable scale to mark
time on the X axis and velocitv on the
Y axis?

Displacement = velocity x time.
Thcrefore

Displacement -velocity represented
by AB x time represented by BC.

Scale
X- axis : 1cm -> ........
Y- axis : 1cm

)

In the square ABCD, AB and BC are
two adjacent slcles. How can you fincl

........

Fincl the following details from ihe
What will be the velocity of the car
at the 8ih second?

When did the vehicle have

a

velocity of 72nL/ s?
Look at the graph (Fig 4.9) of a vehicle
travelling with a uniform velocity of
10m/s.

the area of this square according to the
scale in the graph?

Area =

What is the relationship between the
area of this scluare and the
displacement of the vehicle?

Equations of motion
Given below is the velocity of a stone
at each second as it falls from a height.

0

9.8m/s

19.6m/s

Vclocity - Time graph
Fig.4.9

Can you find out from the graph the
clisplacement of the vehicle in a fixed
period of time?

29.4m/s

Consicler the graph from the 10th to the
20'r'second. Here the line AB shows the
initral velocity (u) of the vehicle.

*

If so which is the line showing the

i9.2m/s

periocl of time (t)?
Fig. 4.10
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*

When the object is at A whai is its
acceleration?

*

When ihe object is at C?

What is the peculiarity of the
acceleratlon of this object?

*

If so, area of which quadrilateral is
to be considered to find the
displacement from B to C.

What is the area of that quadrilateral?
If aty ttuo opposite sides of a quadilateral
are parnlleL, such a quarlrilateral ts n
trapezitLttt. Tle equntion to find the nrea

Uniform acceleration
lf

tlrc ttelocity of a mot ing object changes

st a constnnt rnte, the body is said to be
in uniform acceLerntion. An object falls
freely because of the graztitationnl pull of
tlrc earth. Here tlte nccelerntion of tlte
object is un|fornt. Tl'tis is 9.8m/s2

t^ =

given in fig 4.11. Analyse the graph and

find the displacement of the object
between B and C.

2 't\

A= +h(a+b)

The Velocity - time graph of an object

travelling at uniform acceleraiion is

(a+b).."

where n and b are the length of the
para11e1 sides and h the distance
between them.

Compare your answer with what is
given below.
I he area of lhe trapezium =
+ BC (AB+ CD)

LetAB=u,CD:vandBC:t
will be = i t (u + v)
According to the equation of motion
v:1*gt
So area

There{ore area

j t("+u+at)
] t(zu + ag
=jxtx2u++xatxt
=
=
Velocity - Time graph
Fig.4.11

* We have seen that

the
drsplacement is the area of the
quadnlateral lncluded in the graph.

50 | Pnys

co \c ence!

=11

+jat,

Displacement (s)
= Area of the trapezium

,

=

11

+ J at,

:0

.
.

The velocity of an object at rest

.

The rate of decrease in velocitv is
retardation.

When a moving object comes to
rest its final velocity - 0

Using the details given in the box, find
answers to the Iollowing questions.

*

A train starting from rest attained a
velocity of 30m/s in 30 minutes.
What is its acceleration? \44eat is the
distance travelled durlng this time?

Even if you do not know the tirne taken

by an object to travel, you can find iis
final velocity if you know u, a and s.
Let's derive an equation for that.
According to the equation of motion,

v = u+at

= (u + at),
+ 2tat+ azt2
v2:
v2 _ u-+2a (ut a - at.)

,rz

L12

(acceleration due to gravity g:
1Om/s'?) Which one has a greater

velocity when

touches the
ground? Does the velocity with
which an object hits the ground
change with its height from the
ground?

Momentum
Aeepu came Jor tfie first time to p[d)
cic?gt. I{e frurt ftis fian[ wlien fie tief
to catcfi a fast 6a[[. J{e wonferef fiou"'
otller pfayrs catcfr tfie 6a[[ without
liurting tfiemseh.,es. I{ou [o tfie1
manage? 0)ou6te[ Aeepu

'(l@ [i[Aeepu get fiurt?
Let's e4amine.
Fil1 a wide tray

11

+]

oo
oo

Equations of motion

v2

i

ii

at2

:u2 + 2as

Tlrcse equations are applicnble only
uniform acceleration.

*

ir.

iii

at2

u2 + 2as

v:u+at
, :61 + ]

with wet sand. Take a

plastic ball and an iron ball of the same
size. Drop them in the tray as described
below from slightly different positions
as shown in ftg 4.12.

According to the equation o{ motion

, =
Therefore v2 -

it

for

A ball is dropped from a height of
5m and another from a height of
20m. What is the velocity with
which each hits the ground?

Fig.4.12

Drop the plasiic ball from a lower
1eve1.

Drop the iron ball from the same
height.
rnystco 5ctences |

5

L

iii. Drop the plastic ball from a higher

\44rat is the momentum of the bullet
as it leaves the pistol?

level.

iv. Drop the iron ball from the same
height.

momentum of the bu11et
when it is thrown?
\44-rat is the

Observe the depth of the pits formed
in each case.

*

\Ahich are the occasions on which
the clepth of the pits increased?

. When the mass increased/
decreased.

Rate of change of momentum
\Aftat is the advanlage irr d ra wing your
hand back slightly as you take a catch
in cricket?

. When ihe velocity increased/

'zrt z'
6' ,

decreased.

,/

//t
t/

/

t

You know that the velocity of the fali
increases on increasing the height.

*

t were Lhe faclors, the irrcrease
of which enhanced the depth of the
pit or the impact made by the ball?
\44'ra

Momentum is the product of these
factors.
Momentum is a chsracteristic fenture of
objects in motion.
Momentum = mass x aelocity
Fig.4.14

p=mv
The

unit of momentum is kgm/s

Let a bullet of mass 0.005kg lcavc a
pistol with a velocity of 150m/ s.
Another bullet o[ Lhe same maqs is
thrown with a velocity of 10m/s.

Imagine that a cricket ball of mass
0.6kg comes towards vou with a
velocitv of 20m/s.

* What is the momentum of the
cricket ball?

Imagine that

player brings the ball to
rest clrawing back his hand for one
second after the ball comes into contact
with his hand.

*
Fig.4.13

a

Now the velocity has become zero.
What is its momentum?

What is the difference in the
momentum of the ball just before
the hand touches ihe ball ar"rd the
ball has come to rest in the hancl?
So much change of momentum has
occurred in one second. If so what is
the rate oI change of momentum?
Rate of change of momentum

c]"1g9'1ry*:lt"*
iime

* If the bali comes to rest three
seconcls after it has touchcd the
hand, what will be the rate of
change of momentum?

What happens to the rate of change
tll momeirtum if th,.' timc intcrva.l
for the change of momentum is
increasecl? \A/hat is the effect of the
impact when the rate of change of
momcntum is decreased?

C;rn you now say what the advantage
is when a cricketer who takes a catch
clraws his har-rd backward along r'r,ith
the ball?
Can t you now explain why Deepu felt
parn on his hand when he caught the
cricket bali?

*

Whv is a cushion bed/sancl bed
arranged for the athletes of high
jurnp / pole vault to land on?

Frncl out more situations where the
effect of the impact is reduced bv

Fig.4.15

Nervtonrs second law of

motion
llaven't vou studiecl Newton s first law
of motion? Try writing it.

UV

Fig. 4.16

Suppose a bodv o{ mass m moves with
a vclocity u. Let its vclocity change to
r. in t seconds. Then

*

What is the initial momentum of the
body?

*

The final momentum?

Whai is the changc in momentum
of this borlr.?

* What is the rate o{ change

of

momentum?

tlecreasing the rate of change of
momentum.

What is to be done to increase the rate
uf change ol momcnIul:t o[ I mor ing
bo c1r'?

Physico Sciences
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Examine the following two situations.

i.

A constant force is applied for 2s on
a boclv of mass Skg. As a result, the
rrelocity of the body increases from

An autorickshaw at rest is pushed
for t seconds. Then its velocitv
increased to 2rnf s.

ii.

When the same autorickshaw was
pushed b1, two pcrsons for the same
time rts velocity increased to 3m/s.

*

Of the above situations which is the
cdse of greJtcr changc in
momentrrm ?

*

Which is the case in which rate of
change o{ momentum is grcatcr?

Discuss the reason and draw the
inference.
71rc rate of change of

ntomentunt of n body

is directly proportionnl to the unbnlanced

3m/

s to

7m/

s. What is

the

magnitude of the force applied?

A ball of mass 6kg rolls on a fioor.
Tts velocity - time graph is givL.n in
figure 4.17. What can be the force
exerted by the floor on the ball to
bring it io rest?

^6

5r
t'
6l
72
-6

external fo rce ncting on it and tlrc clnnge

of montentum is in tlrc direction of the
force. This is Netttton's Second Lnzu of
Motion.
re,

-b cc

m

34567
Tirne

(s)------->

Fig.4.77

(v - u)

Newtonf s third law of motion

ie. F cc ma

or F : kma,

Artificial satellites are taken to

ulrcre k-is s constnnt. The mit of force
nezuton (N) is deJined so as to tnnl<e the
ttdue of k eLlunl to unity (1).

bv rockets. How do these rockets rise
up?

One Nerutort (1N) is

the

force required to

produce nn nccelerntlort of

1n'L/s')

on

n

body of ntnss 1kg. Applying tlrcse
conditions in the equatiott
F = knrn,
zuc get 7

i.c-,

- kxIx

1

k=1

Substituting this value of k : 1, in
the equation for F, we get F = 1 x ma,
.'. F = ma.
Fig.4.18
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space

Don't you launch little rockets during
festivals like Vishu, Deepavali etc.

*

When ignited what happens to the

gun powder inside these little
rockets?

*

Are the clirections of the effluent
gases produced on firing the rocket
and the direction of motion of the
rocket the same? If not, how are
Fig.4.20

they?

Try walking on a floor.

Consider another situation.

A person jumps to the shore from

a

boat floating on water.

*

When the person jumped to the
shore why did the boat move back?
What is the action involved when
the person jumps from the boat?
Which is the object on which the
action is exerted?

*

What about reaction

?

Do action and reaction act on the
same object?

*
*

Do you apply a force on the floor
while you walk? if so in which
direction?
Do you move in the direction of the
force that you have applied?

We apply a backward force on the
floor. This is our action. Then the floor
exerts an equal force on us in the
opposite direction. This is reaction. As
a result we move forward.

Is the action in the same direction
as reaction?

Are action and reaction
equal?

Frg.4.2l
Pny;1co19C1en-eilIs
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Masses of 500 g each were suspended

Strike it forward with your finger so as

from the hooks on either side of

to hit the other balls. What do you
observe? Now move back two ba1ls

a

spring balance, as shown in the figure.
l\4rat will be the weight indicated by
the spring balance? Note down your
guess.

Do this activity and verify whether
your guess is correct.

If the weight of A is taken as action,
what does the weight of B indicate?
Write down your inJere nce.

iogether and strike them to hit others.
What is your observation?
Imagine that the mass of each ball is
15g. Let 5m/s be the velocity with
which the first ball hits others. Let the
velocrty of the pushed off ball also be
5m/s. Calculate the total momentum
of the ball before and after collision

Just before collision

*

To eztery action there is nn equal nnd
opposite reaction. This is Nezoton' s third
lau of motiott.

p=mv

When a shot is fired from a pistol,
the shot moves forward and the
pistol backward.
The swimmer moves forward.

* Why do people walking on a

What will be the total momentum
o{ the remaining 4 balls at rest?

*

*

Law of conservation of
momentum

J6 llPhyiicol Sciences

\Alhat

will

be the total momentum?

After the collision

smooth wet surface slip down?

Pass a nylon thread through five
plastic ba1ls in such a way that they
can move freely on the thread. Keep
the thread taut horizontally. The ba1ls
are set at the middle of the ihread
touching each other (fig 4.22). Move a
little backward the ball at one end.

0.015kg x 5mls
0.075kg m/s

Write down the action and reaction in
the following situations.

.

What will be the momentum of the
first ball?

What will be the momentum of the
pushed off ball?
What will be the momentum of the
remaining 4 unde{lected balls?

*

Whai will be the total momentum?

Examine the total momentum before
and after the collision. What is vour
inference? Write down.

In the absence o{ an external force the total momentum o{ a
system will always be a constant. This is the law o{
conserva tion of momenfum.

Fig.4.22
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